CURATION: A BUYER’S GUIDE
IN COLLABORATION WITH XANDR
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A BUYER'S GUIDE - FOREWORD

“Programmatic supply is complex – multiple routes to impressions,
multiple format types, multiple KPIs each impression is trying to
achieve, and a long list of technologies involved in the process.

“The quest for high quality, transparent supply is universal. In any
supply chain, advertising or other, there's newfound enthusiasm for
bespoke products.

Curated Marketplaces are a technologically advanced but
operationally simple way in which to manage these complexities.

Curated marketplaces allow market participants to deploy unique,
sophisticated solutions at scale, that make it easy for buyers to
manage supply paths and drive both performance and transparency
to their campaigns.”

This whitepaper, written by The Programmatic Advisory in
collaboration with Xandr, explains the evolution of programmatic
inventory and the uses cases for operating a Curated Marketplace as
a buyer.”

Wayne Blodwell –

James Bird –

Founder & CEO @ The Programmatic Advisory

Curation Specialist @ Xandr
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CONTENTS & GLOSSARY
To help you navigate this whitepaper, here are the terms we will be using and their definitions

CONTENTS

GLOSSARY

Evolution of programmatic buying

The use cases for curated marketplaces
Auction packages – what they are and
how to use them
Deal management – how to manage
programmatic deals

CURATED
MARKETPLACE

A curated marketplace can be thought of as a bespoke marketplace
which exists within a larger marketplace, designed and built to address
certain challenges and provide specific value

SUPPLY SIDE
PLATFORM (SSP)

An advertising technology platform which helps to connect buyers to
sellers. SSPs are most often used by online publishers to help them sell
display, video and mobile ads

OPEN MARKETPLACE
(OMP)

The Open Marketplace (OMP) is a marketplace which is open to all
buyers and allows them to place bids to purchase ad impressions in realtime using technologies such as demand side platforms.

PRIVATE
MARKETPLACE (PMP)

PMPs are deal based, invitation-only, real-time auctions where
publishers invite one or more buyer to buy their inventory

DEMAND SIDE
PLATFORM (DSP)

An advertising technology platform which allows buyers to manage their
online media campaigns by accessing and optimising multiple data and
inventory sources in one centralised place

Supply Chain Transparency
Taking complete control of your supply
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CURATED MARKETPLACES ARE THE NEXT EVOLUTION
OF PROGRAMMATIC BUYING
Growth of
Programmatic

Need for Greater
Growth of Supply Transparency
Paths

Need for Greater
Control

Curated
Marketplaces

Automation
Manual IO

THEN

NOW

Programmatic advertising is an ever-evolving industry consistently working towards driving greater efficiency in digital advertising. While continuous evolution is
often positive for marketers, it can also create complexity. As the number of users and amount of content being consumed on the internet continues to grow, this
leads to fragmentation in supply paths, bringing with it a loss of control, efficiency and trust.

Today, buyers are looking to address these challenges and curated marketplaces offer a promising solution to act as an optimal vehicle to drive this next evolution.
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WHAT IS A CURATED
MARKETPLACE?
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CURATED MARKETPLACES
Key benefits from using a Curated Marketplace
•

Implement a differentiated supply strategy

•

Enable greater control & transparency over what you buy

•

Set up deals in a simple and scalable way

What is a curated marketplace?
Curated marketplaces shift the two-way transaction between a buyer
and seller to a three-party transaction where a curator sits between a
DSP & SSP to curate custom or pre-packaged inventory deals that
transact through a DSP of your choice.

Key considerations for using a Curated Marketplace
•

Identify what you want to achieve from your curated marketplace
before setting out on the journey, for example; improve campaign
performance, reduce fraud, increase transparency

•

Recognise local nuances to availability and deal types when operating
across multiple markets

•

Understand the total available supply, and where curating access via an
auction package or deals can add value

Who are curated marketplaces for?
Curated marketplaces are for any buyer looking to gain greater control,
transparency and efficiency over their programmatic buying. Greater
levels of control allow buyers to differentiate their supply strategy by
building and running bespoke marketplaces. Through closer relationships
with publishers, buyers get more value from their publisher agreement
and understand how their media dollars are really being spent.
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THE USE CASES FOR
CURATED MARKETPLACES
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PERFORMANCE

BUYER USE CASES FOR
CURATED MARKETPLACES
CAN BE PLOTTED ON THE
PERFORMANCE VS
COMPLEXITY SPECTRUM –
THESE USE CASES DON’T
HAVE TO OPERATE
INDEPENDENTLY OF ONE
ANOTHER

DEAL
MANAGEMENT

CONTROL OVER THE SUPPLY
CHAIN

AUCTION
PACKAGES

ACCESS TO FIRST-PARTY DATA

COMPLEXITY
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WHAT?
An Auction Package is a collection of open marketplace inventory specified by targeting criteria set by
you or SSPs – the targeting is applied at the SSP level and passed to you via a Deal ID. The Deal ID
usually represents a multitude of domains.

USE CASE 1 –
AUCTION
PACKAGES
Simple, scalable and
affordable relationships
with SSPs

2

WHO?
Auction Packages are ideal for buyers who are new to deal based buying that have limited resources to
set up direct deals with publishers but want to have more control over their open market activities.

3

4

BENEFITS?
Affordable

Simple & efficient setup

Targetable

Relevancy

Transparency

Considerations
•
•
•
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Scalable

Auction Packages compete at the same level as Open Marketplace bids
The inventory is not guaranteed
There are a greater number of buyers all competing for the same inventory
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UNDERSTAND

GETTING
STARTED WITH
USE CASE 1 –
AUCTION
PACKAGES

Understand what you’re currently buying, how
much of it you’re buying and where from, as
well as how much you are paying for it.

DEFINE
Which inventory do you want more of and
why? How do you want to access that
inventory and what additional
targeting/settings should be overlaid?

Example analysis points:

Example Auction Package criteria:

•

Which SSPs are you buying from?

•

Impressions by high-engagement rates

•

Which DSPs are you using?

•

Top domains by delivery

•

Cross publisher deal-ID for contextually
relevant placements

•

Which Publishers are you buying
from?

SETUP

Direct and relevant
partnerships with SSPs
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TEST

Once you have defined what you are looking for,
you now need to understand where you can get
it and how to set it up.

Now you know what you have been buying,
what you want to buy more of, and have met
with SSPs to set up, it’s time to action these
within a curation platform and test.

Example setup stages:

Example tests:

•

Briefing SSPs on auction package
criteria

•

Test directly with 3 SSPs

•

Identify SSPs which can deliver on
requirements

•

Analyse performance vs open marketplace
approach

•

Deal IDs created specific to each DSP
for activation

•

Refine and retest based on results
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USE CASE 2 – DEAL MANAGEMENT
Direct, transparent, relevant partnerships with publishers
CONSIDERATIONS
WHAT?
Deal Management is about forging strategic direct partnerships with trusted publishers and
creating bespoke deals in the form of Private Marketplaces.

WHO?

BENEFITS?

Deal Management is for buyers who have the
resource and understanding to
build direct relationships with publishers.
Buyers should have a clear understanding
of how Private Marketplace auctions work in
addition to the advantages they bring over
Open Marketplace buying.
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Quality control

Transparent

First party data
overlays

Relevant

Targetable

Direct relationships
with publishers

Scalable –
PMPs typically require 1:1 relationships
with publishers and this can prove to be
challenging when looking to scale your
deals
Resource –
Requires additional resource to manage,
negotiate and track deals on an ongoing
basis
Pricing –
Some Private Marketplace deals carry a
CPM premium in comparison to the OMP
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GETTING
STARTED WITH
USE CASE 2 –
DEAL
MANAGEMENT
Direct and relevant
partnerships with publishers
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UNDERSTAND

DEFINE

Understand your overall supply landscape across OMP,
Auction Packages and PMP activity to gain a better
understanding of the publishers, vertical and data
overlays that are working well for your campaigns.

Define what you want to achieve by moving from Auction
Packages to Deal Management. What are the deciding
factors and what will the KPIs be to evaluate success of
deals?

Example analysis points:

Example Deal Management criteria:

•

Conduct Publisher & Domain analysis to identify
verticals and data segments that work well for your
campaigns

•

Increasing delivery on top performing publishers

•

Utilising publisher first party data to enhance
campaign performance

•

Understand what data individual publishers have
available

•

Performance uplift vs Open Marketplace or
Auction Packages against given KPIs

•

Top performing publishers

EVALUATE

ESTABLISH

Evaluate where and how you can create deals with
selected publishers, how they can utilise required
targeting criteria and any costs involved.

Publishers to create deals to be targeted in selected DSPs
and establish how you will include them in the inventory
mix for campaigns, ensuring that required levels of
reporting to measure performance are available.

Example areas to evaluate:

Factors to consider:

•

Which publishers can apply required targeting
parameters

•

Will deals only be targeted in selected line items for a
campaign or in all line items

•

Impact on cost and ability to negotiate pricing of
deals

•

How will you measure the performance of deals via
reporting

•

Who are the publishers preferred SSP partners to
facilitate deals and can they be accessed via your
chosen curated marketplace solution

•

Feedback loop with publishers so that deals can be
optimised
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USE CASE 3 – CONTROL
OVER THE SUPPLY CHAIN
Transparent arrangements with all SSPs
& publishers

BENEFITS?
Economic control

Quality control

Holistic insights

Transparency

Concentrated innovations with key publishers

WHAT?

WHO?

Control over the Supply Chain
is about having
an optimised supply chain that
is efficient and
effective. Partners included
within the supply chain should
add value to justify their cost.

All buyers should be looking
at taking control of their supply
chain. Having control of your
supply chain is a complex matter
that requires
constant monitoring and
optimisation, combined with
time and resource.

CONSIDERATIONS
Taking control of your supply chain requires resource in both
personnel and time. It requires continuous monitoring and optimising
Difficult to know where to start but also to understand the data and
what it means for your campaigns. Start with the areas that you think
will have the biggest impact
Access to comprehensive data and contracts is required to fully take
control of your supply chain
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UNDERSTAND

GETTING
STARTED WITH
USE CASE 3 –
CONTROL
OVER THE
SUPPLY CHAIN
Transparent arrangements
with all SSPs & publishers

To take total control of your supply chain
you need to understand your supply chain
inside and out from the path to purchase
to the purchase itself.
Example analysis points:
•

Full supply audit to cover:

EVALUATE

What do you want to achieve by taking
total control of your supply chain? What
are the most important points to justify
the effort involved and how will you
measure success?

Evaluate how much control you currently
have over your supply chain and what
needs to improve.

Auction dynamics

•

Full end-to-end financial transparency

•

SSP contractual agreements

•

Negotiated commercial agreements

•

Top publishers and SSP partners

•

•

Potential to leverage scale and
trading relationship with each
vendor in the supply chain

Performance benefits and responsible
media investments into trusted partners

•

Domain visibility and better control of
ad placements and brand
safety/suitability

•

Fee transparency

•

Best path to purchase across top
publishers

Example areas to evaluate:

Example Total Control of Supply Chain
criteria:

•

•

How transparent are different routes
to inventory?

•

Are direct contractual agreements in
place with key partners?

•

Are your top publisher partners
supporting your supply chain
objectives?

•

Are you investing responsibly into
trusted partners across the
ecosystem?

OPTIMISE
On-going evaluation and optimisation of
your end-to-end supply chain is required
to deliver optimal outcomes.
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WHAT?

•

Question the value your supply partners
bring and does that value justify the cost?

•

Remove any supply sources that are under
performing

•

Is your supply chain transparent and being
continuously optimised?

•

Look to consolidate to the best performing
partners

•

Are you avoiding duplications in routes to
accessing inventory which are causing
inefficiencies?

•

Are there new routes to supply or partners
that we should be considering?
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USE CASE 4 – ACCESS TO FIRST-PARTY DATA
Utilise valuable first-party audiences to drive performance

CONSIDERATIONS

WHAT?
Build and maintain trusted relationships with data owners. Leverage their first-party audience and
contextual data as a means for audience targeting.

BENEFITS?

WHO?
With the demise of the thirdparty cookie in 2023, it is
important for buyers to look at
alternative methods in accessing
addressable solutions to reach
their desired audience. Creating
a bespoke marketplace with
premium, top quality first-party
data from established data
owners allows buyers to do this.
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Better performance than
untargeted OMP

Quality control for brands

Audience addressability
even without cookies

Future-proof solution for
the cookieless world

Contextual provides an alternative to overlay within PMPs for
cases when consent to use data is not passed

Requires close relationships with
publishers, and clear KPIs to be set so they
are able to create a targetable audience
that is suitable for your campaigns
Understand how the data is being
collected and segmented to create
audiences
Identify best performing audiences or
context and build on these
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GETTING STARTED WITH USE CASE 4 – ACCESS TO FIRST-PARTY DATA
Utilise valuable first-party audiences to drive performance

UNDERSTAND
Understand your current supply landscape
across buy types to gain a better understanding
of the vertical and data overlays that are
working well for your campaign.

DEFINE

EVALUATE

Define your approach to accessing firstparty data across your campaigns. Which
solutions can help you to hit your
campaign KPIs.

Once you have defined your approach to
accessing an alternative addressable
audience, you can evaluate which data
will meet the required goals.

ESTABLISH
Now you have a full understanding of your supply activity
and evaluated which sources meet your metrics of success,
you can now look at establishing relationships with data
owners to access their first-party data.

Example analysis points:

Example first-party data criteria:

Example areas to evaluate:

Factors to consider:

•

Which publishers are you buying
across, with different buy types

•

Which data sets can deliver on your
campaign KPIs

•

Utilise DSP/SSP reporting to evaluate
data sets performance

•

Ask your SSP partners to make introductions to the
top performing publishers

•

Which verticals are working well for
your campaigns

•

•

Quantify the cost of data vs the expected
performance uplift

•

•

Which data overlays are working well
for your campaigns

Which first-party audience or
contextual data from publishers you
want for the campaign

•

•

Define how those audiences or
contextual data are constructed by the
publisher

Which publishers can support a multipronged approach to addressability

Establish a testing framework to understand which
first-party audience or contextual targeting
approaches are working

•

Which data types are you not currently
utilising that could be beneficial

Regularly check in on performance and optimise,
working closely with the data owners directly

•

Schedule regular check ins with key publishers to
keep up to date on developments and new
audience approaches to be utilised

•

Which contextual targeting based on
publishers' data is working well
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A COMPARATIVE SNAPSHOT OF USE CASES
Auction Packages

BENEFITS

CONSIDERATIONS

Deal Management

Control Over the Supply
Chain

Access to First-Party Data

A scalable and simple way to
work directly with SSPs to
create packages of inventory
to buy based on pre-defined
campaign criteria (domain
types, targeting overlaid etc.)

Transparent way to manage
quality control directly with
publishers. Publishers can
overlay data/targeting on
their side within customised
& commercially driven 1:1
deals

Complete control over every
single impression you’re
buying and the financial
incentives behind it

Access to valuable first-party
data providing scalable
alternatives to third-party
cookies to facilitate reaching
desired audiences and
meeting campaign KPIs

The inventory is nonguaranteed and highly
competitive so less
opportunity to leverage
trading scale

Requires increased resources
to manage/track and often
isn’t as scalable as Auction
Packages for campaign
delivery goals

Increased resources required
to scale and may be cutting
off ‘non-transparent’ supply
which could work effectively
for campaign goals

Important to work closely
with publishers to utilise
data sets that are collected
compliantly and can meet
performance expectations
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BEST PRACTICES AND
SUMMARY
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WHETHER YOU USE CURATED MARKETPLACES FOR YOUR OWN EFFICIENCY, PROFITABILITY GAINS, OR TO BENEFIT THE END
CUSTOMER [THE MARKETER] IT IS IMPORTANT TO ESTABLISH WHAT YOU WANT TO ACHIEVE FROM THE OUTSET
Once your marketplace has been activated follow these simple rules;

Don't just set up deals and forget about
them, continuous monitoring, testing and
optimising is essential for success
01

As business & campaign goals change,
your metrics to evaluate the success of
supply should change too
02

Establish meaningful partnerships
with your top SSP and publisher partners –
they are there to help
04
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Taking full control of your supply chain is a
marathon not a sprint so set yourself
manageable milestones
03

Challenge your suppliers to be better and
to do better in areas that matter most to
your campaigns
05
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IN SUMMARY
Curated Marketplaces have appeared as a vehicle to continue programmatic's evolution while addressing complexity, making it possible for buyers to easily build programmatic supply solutions
with a broad array of features that combine; high quality inventory, new levels of transparency, valuable audiences at scale, differentiated supply.
These use cases won't always operate independently of one another, and they don't have to. The power of curation is that you can combine one or more of these use cases,
depending on your specific business needs.

HIGH QUALITY
INVENTORY
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NEW LEVELS OF
TRANSPARENCY

VALUABLE
AUDIENCES AT SCALE

DIFFERENTIATED
SUPPLY
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THANK
YOU

The Programmatic Advisory provides advice on how
programmatic (defined as 'data and technology to deliver
marketing') can deliver and exceed goals for businesses. We
are a group of expert consultants with a commercial model
which allows us to make the best recommendations to our
clients, with absolutely no conflicts of interest.
The Programmatic Advisory. Impartial Advice. Empowered Advertising

HELLO@THEPROGRAMMATICADVISORY.COM
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